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Abstract
Software is becoming increasingly significant in today's critical
avionics systems. To achieve safe, reliable software, government regu-
latory agencies such as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
and the Department of Defense mandate the use of certain software
development methods. However, little scientific evidence exists to show
a correlation between software development methods and product
quality. Given this lack of evidence, a series of experiments has been
conducted to understand why and how software fails. The Guidance
and Control Software (GCS) project is the latest in this series. The
GCS project is a case study of the Requirements and Technical Con-
cepts for Aviation RTCA/DO-178B guidelines, Software Consider-
ations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification. All civil
transport airframe and equipment vendors are expected to comply with
these guidelines in building systems to be certified by the FAA for use
in commercial aircraft. For the case study, two implementations of a
guidance and control application were developed to comply with the
DO-178B guidelines for Level A (critical) software. The development
included the requirements, design, coding, verification, configuration
management, and quality assurance processes. This paper discusses
the details of the GCS project and presents the results of the case
study.
1. Introduction
The replacement of individual gauges and boxes with electronic flight instrument systems began in
the late 1970's and the mid-1980's on such aircraft as the Boeing 757/767 and 737-300/400, the Airbus
A310, and the McDonnell Douglas MD-80. The potential effects of these electronic flight instrument
systems have been compared with those of the jet engine (ref. 1). Software has accompanied the use of
electronic systems and has become increasingly important in today's avionics systems, especially in
critical tasks that require a high level of reliability and safety. According to Mellor (ref. 2), the amount
of software used in modern commercial transport aircraft doubles approximately every 2 years. For
example, the Airbus A310 has approximately 5 megabytes, the A320 has approximately 10 megabytes,
and the A340 has approximately 20 megabytes of software on board (ref. 1).
As an example of the crucial role that software plays in the aircraft industry today, consider the
July 2, 1994, crash of a USAir DC-9 attempting to land at Charlotte, North Carolina, which killed
37 people. As a result of the investigation of that crash, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
determined that a software design feature in the wind-shear detection system delayed the detection of
wind shear when the wing flaps of the aircraft were in transition. The FAA issued Airworthiness Direc-
tive 96-02-06 (ref. 3), which called for the replacement of the software in that wind-shear detection sys-
tem on over 1600 aircraft. The directive to change the software applies to a large number of commercial
transport aircraft, including the Boeing 727, 737, and 747; the McDonnell Douglas DC-8 and DC-9
series, MD-88, and MD-11 and MD-90-30 series; the Lockheed L-1011-385 series; the Fokker F28
Mark 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000 series; and the British Aerospace Avro 146-RJ series.
In addition to the safety and reliability issues that are obvious in discussing life-critical systems, the
cost involved in software development is an integral issue. According to an article in BYTE magazine,
"each line of the space shuttle's flight-control software costs NASA contractor Loral about $1000, or
ten times more than for typical commercial software" (ref. 4). The much anticipated Advanced Automa-
tion System (AAS) that is to replace the FAA's antiquated air-traffic control system is reportedly
costing between $700 and $900 per line of code (ref. 5). In addition to the development costs, the costs
of maintenance (e.g., updates, enhancements, corrections, and adaptations to external interfaces) can
rival the cost of the initial development. As an example of maintenance cost, the software modification
for the wind-shear detection system initially was estimated at about $600 per aircraft, or approximately
$1 million.
To confront the growing complexity and quantity of software used in commercial avionics systems
(and systems in general), government regulatory agencies such as the FAA and the Department of
Defense have mandated the use of certain software development processes and techniques. However, no
software engineering method (or combination of methods) has been shown to consistently produce reli-
able, safe software. In fact, little quantitative evidence exists to show a direct correlation of software
development method to product quality. Software verification is the subject of considerable contro-
versy. No general agreement has been reached on the best way to proceed or on the effectiveness of var-
ious methods (refs. 6 and 7). Simply put, the knowledge base for engineering software has not reached
maturity.
A clear understanding of the entire software development process is essential in defining those
methods that may successfully produce quality software. In an effort to increase our understanding of
this process, Langley Research Center (LaRC) conducted a series of experiments to generate data to
characterize the software failure process (ref. 8). With an increased understanding of the failure process,
improved methods for producing reliable software and for assessing reliability can be developed. This
paper discusses a project in which the effectiveness of software development methods was examined.
The project involved both the development of a framework for conducting scientific experiments and
the evaluation of that framework through a case study that involves software guidelines used by the
FAA.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information on software engi-
neering experiments, in particular, those conducted at LaRC. Section 3 describes a general framework
established to conduct small-scale experiments, and section 4 describes the case study used to test this
framework. The analysis of the data from the case study is given in section 5. A project summary and
lessons learned are presented in section 6.
2. Background
Computer software allows us to build systems that otherwise would be impossible and provides the
potential for great economic gain (ref. 9). The logical constructs of software provide the capability to
express extremely complex systems. In fact, computer programs are ranked among the most complex
products ever devised by humankind (ref. 6). From the complexity comes the difficulty of enumerating,
much less understanding, all possible states of the program, and from that comes unreliability (ref. 10).
Identifying unusual or rare conditions is particularly problematic. If a software error exists in a critical
system, the cost can be human life (ref. 11).
Although no commercial airline crashes have been directly attributed to software failure, several
examples of software errors can be noted that have contributed to the loss of life. One of the earliest
examples is the software glitch in the Theratronic International Therac-25, a computer-controlled radia-
tion therapy machine, which caused lethal doses of radiation to be administered to two cancer patients in
1986 (ref. 12). In 1991, during the Gulf War, the Patriot missile defense system failed to intercept an
Iraqi Scud missile, resulting in the loss of the lives of 28 American soldiers. Within the Patriot system, a
software fault allowed error to accumulate in the calculations that were used to track the missile. With-
out this fault, the Patriot system might have intercepted the Scud missile (ref. 13). Incidents involving
computer systems have become so prevalent that Peter Neumann keeps records of the risks associated
with computers and software in a series of monthly articles called "Risks to the Public," which is pub-
lished on a monthly basis in Software Engineering Notes (ref. 14).
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Althoughsomemembersof thesoftwarengineeringcommunityarequickto announcethelatest
breakthroughinsoftwarengineeringtechnologybasedonindividualsuccesstories,manyresearchers
concurthatcomputerscience,especiallythesoftwareside,needsanepistemologicalfoundationto sep-
aratethegeneralfromtheaccidentalresults(refs.5and15).AccordingtoWiener(ref.13),"weneedto
codifystandardpracticesfor softwareengineering--justassoonaswediscoverwhattheyshouldbe.
Regulationsuninformedbyevidence,however,canmakemattersworse."Clearly, scientific experimen-
tation is needed to supply the empirical evidence for evaluating software engineering methods.
Although many experiments in software engineering have been undertaken (refs. 16--20), "measure-
meat and experimentation have generally played at best a minor role in computer science and software
engineering. It costs a lot of money and effort to do controlled experiments, and that is too high a price
for most researchers equipped to do such studies, especially in the world of large-scale software"
(ref. 6). Furthermore, most significant software engineering experiments use students in a university
setting with relatively small problems and without requiring compliance with any software development
standards. The university environment provides a relatively inexpensive and "captive" labor force (in
the sense that a student's grade might be directly affected by his participation in the experiment). In the
real world, however, labor is expensive, software projects last longer than a 16-week semester, person-
nel turn over, and real-world problems are quite large and complex.
Software engineering experiments have been conducted over the past 20 years at LaRC with a focus
on generating significant quantities of software failure data through controlled experimentation. The
Software Error Studies program at LaRC started with a series of studies conducted by the Aerospace
Corporation to define software reliability measures and to study existing software error data from a mul-
tisensor tracking system and operational avionics systems (refs. 21-23). These initial studies demon-
strated clearly that obtaining significant amounts of software error data from fielded systems was
difficult at best. These initial studies served as the motivation for conducting experiments to gather soft-
ware error data representative of a real-world development process.
Following the effort by Aerospace Corporation, Boeing Computer Services (BCS) and the Research
Triangle Institute (RTI) conducted several software studies with different applications, including mis-
sile tracking, launch interception, spline function interpolation, Earth satellite calculation, and pitch axis
control (refs. 24-28). The development process used in these studies generally involved a number of
programmers (i.e., n) who independently coded the applications from a given specification of the prob-
lem to effectively yield a sample of size n. In these experiments, no specific development standards or
life-cycle models were followed. Because the problems were relatively small and simple, the versions
were compared to a "gold" (or error free) version of the program to obtain information on software
errors.
Although these applications were small and the development process was crude (relative to the pro-
cess required for obtaining certification on critical software), these early experiments yielded some
interesting results (ref. 8). The BCS and RTI studies showed widely varying error rates for faults, that is,
evidence that all faults were not equally likely to produce an error. These studies also provided evidence
of fault interaction. Fault interaction occurs when "the failure behavior of a program is affected by the
presence or absence of two or more faults which either conceal each other.., or together cause errors
when alone they would not..." (ref. 8). The failure rates of the different programs also appeared to fol-
low a log-linear trend with respect to the number of faults corrected.
The next project in the Software Error Studies program attempted to build on the data-collection
methods used in the earlier experiments and to address some concerns from the previous experiments.
To address realism issues about the software application and development process, a guidance and con-
trol application based on the control of the Viking lander during its terminal descent trajectory was
selected, and the Requirements and Technical Concepts for Aviation RTCA/DO-178B guidelines, Soft-
ware Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification (ref. 29), were selected as the
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standard.All civil transportairframeandequipmentvendorsareexpectedto complywith theseguide-
linesinbuildingsystemscertifiedbytheFAAforuseincommercialaircraft.
AstheGuidanceandControlSoftware(GCS)projectevolved,twoprimaryobjectiveswereestab-
lished:to developacontrolledenvironmentfor conductingscientificexperimentsinsoftwareengineer-
ing andto conducta casestudy using the DO-178B guidelines to evaluate the effectiveness of the
controlled environment. (The original intent of the GCS project was to conduct an experiment by using
multiple implementations of the GCS. However, as the project progressed, it became clear that a true
experiment was not possible with the resources available. Consequently, a more reasonable case study
became the focus of the project.)
3. Experiment Framework
According to Hamlet (ref. 30), proper operation of a software product is the fundamental measure of
quality, that is, "quality software does not fail." Software failure data are clearly important to character-
izing software quality. However, little time has typically been devoted to collecting failure data. At best,
failure data might include the number of faults identified during the development activities or a classifi-
cation of faults (according to schemes for categorizing functionality, severity, or other characteristics).
Failure data from the actual operation of the software are rarely available. From a statistical perspective,
failure data collected during a single operational run represent a single replicate of failure data. By using
a variety of statistical reliability models, researchers can make some crude estimates of the reliability of
the final software product based on the number of faults that has been removed. Although the determi-
nation of the reliability of a software product is interesting research, here we are interested in under-
standing the effects of software engineering methods on software quality.
A single replicate of software failure data does not provide enough information to make statistical
inferences regarding effectiveness of a development method. The original Nagel and Skrivan experi-
ments (ref. 24) established a concept called "repetitive runs" to collect sets of software failure data in a
controlled environment so that statistical inferences could be made. In the repetitive run approach, a
software implementation (or program) is developed from a specification of the requirements. In a single
program run, an implementation is subjected to a series of test cases, and a record is kept of the succes-
sive interfailure times following the detection and correction of errors. By using a gold version of the
program (i.e., a version that has been shown, usually over time, to be reliable) to generate the expected
outcomes for the test cases, a large number of tests can be executed for a single run. Then, a run can be
replicated by starting the testing process with the same initial program state and a new series of test
cases. This approach can produce sufficient data to make statistical arguments regarding that single
product.
This repetitive run concept can be applied to determine the effectiveness of a given development
method (or set of methods) with some level of statistical confidence. For a given method, consider a
sample (of size n) of software implementations in which each implementation has been developed with
that particular method. The repetitive run approach can be used to examine the quality (especially reli-
ability) of each element in the set to determine the effectiveness of that particular method. Unfortu-
nately, finding such a set of software implementations in the real world is essentially impossible.
Because software does not fail or wear out as hardware does, a single software implementation is typi-
cally developed for a given application. Consequently, evaluating the effectiveness of software engi-
neering methods without actually developing multiple software products is difficult.
3.1. Elements of Framework
Experimentation in software engineering is notoriously difficult in part because the control of vari-
ables and environments can be quite daunting (ref. 31). In addition to selecting which software engi-
neering method to study, one must also consider other factors that affect the response of the software to
the treatment under study. In defining the development environment, the following factors should be
included:life-cyclemodel,hardwareplatform,automatedtools,programminglanguage,andexperience
levelof theprojectdevelopers.Thedevelopmentenvironmentshouldbecontrolledto theextentpossi-
bletoensurethatanydifferencein measurementisattributableonlyto thedifferencein treatment.See
CampbellandStanley(ref.32)fordetailsonexperimentdesign.
A significantpartof the GCS project involved establishing a framework to provide software prod-
ucts to study scientifically. As mentioned above, the framework required an environment for developing
and controlling multiple implementations of a given application. The framework also needed to allow
for the capture of failure data during development and operation. The framework proposed for the GCS
project consisted of three major elements: a software requirements document for a realistic guidance
and control application, so that all software implementations were based on the same requirements; a
software simulator to run the guidance and control software in a simulated operational environment; and
a configuration management system, so that the change process could be controlled and all versions of
the implementations could be captured.
Many experiments are comparative; that is, they measure and compare the responses of essentially
analogous experimental units after the units have been subjected to some treatment. With this perspec-
tive, the requirements for the GCS provided the basis for developing analogous experimental units; the
treatment was the application of software engineering methods; and the simulator provided the capabil-
ity to collect software failure data (responses). The configuration management system captured and con-
trolled the products of the development process.
The key to conducting the experiment was the repetitive run approach. As in all but the simplest
problems, a gold version of the GCS was not available. The simulator enabled software failure data to
be collected without an oracle or other expensive way to develop expected results. The simulator was
designed to run one or more implementations (i.e., up to 28 implementations) of the GCS in a multitask-
ing environment to collect data for comparison. A software failure was indicated when the results from
multiple implementations did not agree.
The simulator and data-collection process were strongly dependent on the GCS application. The
following sections provide an overview of the GCS application, the GCS simulator, and the configura-
tion management system.
3.1.1. GCS Application
The software application is a guidance and control function necessary to complete the terminal-
descent trajectory of a planetary lander vehicle. The original software requirements document for this
application, referred to as the GCS specification, was reverse engineered by RTI from a simulation pro-
gram used to study the probability of success of the NASA Viking Mission to Mars in the early seven-
ties (ref. 33). The software requirements for the GCS focused on two primary needs: to provide
guidance and engine control of the lander during its terminal phase of descent onto the planet's surface
and to communicate sensory information regarding the vehicle and its descent to an orbiting platform.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the lander during the terminal phase of descent.
The lander includes a guidance package that contains sensors for obtaining information about the
vehicle state and environment, a guidance and control computer, and actuators that provide the thrust
necessary for maintaining a safe descent. The vehicle has three accelerometers (one for each body axis),
one Doppler radar with four beams, one altimeter radar, two temperature sensors, three strapped-down
gyroscopes, three opposing pairs of roll engines, three axial engines, one parachute release actuator, and
a touchdown sensor. The vehicle has a hexagonal, boxlike shape with three legs and a surface-sensing
rod that protrudes from its undersurface.
In general, the requirements for the planetary lander concern only the final descent to the planet's
surface. Figure 2 shows the phases of the terminal-descent trajectory of the lander.
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After the lander drops from orbit, the software controls the engines until the vehicle reaches the sur-
face of the planet. The initialization of the GCS activates the vehicle altitude sensor. When a predefined
engine-ignition altitude is sensed by the altimeter radar, the GCS begins guidance and control of the
lander. The axial and roll engines are ignited; while the axial engines are warming up, the parachute
remains connected to the vehicle. During this engine warm-up phase, the aerodynamics of the parachute
dictate the trajectory of the vehicle. Vehicle attitude is maintained by firing the engines in a throttled-
down condition. After the main engines become hot, the parachute is released and the GCS initiates an
attitude correction maneuver and then follows a controlled acceleration descent until a predetermined
velocity-altitude contour is crossed. The GCS then attempts to maintain the descent of the lander along
this contour. The lander descends along this contour until a predefined engine shut-off altitude is
reached or touchdown is sensed. After all engines are shut off, the lander free-falls to the surface.
The RTI engineers used a version of the Structured Analysis for Real-Time System Specification
technique by Hatley and Pirbhai (ref. 34) to produce the original GCS specification. In general, this
method is based on a hierarchical approach to defining functional modules and associated data and con-
trol flows. The computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tool by Cadre Technology, called
Teamwork (ref. 35), was also used to refine some of the data and control flow diagrams in the GCS
specification.
The structured analysis method was used to decompose the software requirements into 11 major
functions called functional units (or process specifications in the terminology of Hatley and Pirbhai
(ref. 34)). These functional units were combined to form three subframes, and the three subframes made
up a single frame, as show in figure 3.
Approximately 2000 frame iterations were required to complete a single terminal-descent trajec-
tory. Given the control laws specified in the software requirements, the probability that the vehicle
would safely land on the planet's surface had to be at least 0.95; that is, given a large number of simu-
lated trajectories, the vehicle should have a 95-percent chance of successfully landing (as opposed to
crashing) on the planet's surface. For the original Viking lander, the choice of guidance and control
design was based on a statistical approach. Each individual requirement (e.g., successful landing) had to
have a probability of at least 0.99. The probabilities were established in terms of technical feasibility,
cost, and risk, based on the best available pre-Viking data about Mars (ref. 33). The control laws here
were simplified somewhat in comparison with the original Viking control laws for terminal descent;
thus, we accepted a slightly smaller probability of success. This criterion for successful landing was
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Figure 3. Frame, subframe, and functional units.
based on the velocity and attitude at impact and is defined in the GCS simulator. No system-level
requirements were available for this application; consequently, no means for tracing the software high-
level requirements to the system requirements was available to ensure that all requirements were met.
RTI did perform some review of requirements for accuracy, consistency, and verifiability. Version 2.2
of the GCS specification was the first version to be placed under configuration control and constituted
the base version of the software requirements for the experiment framework.
3.1.2. GCS Simulator
Each GCS implementation (i.e., code that fulfills the requirements given in the GCS specification)
is run in conjunction with a software simulator, which imitates the hardware of the planetary lander to
mimic one terminal descent of the lander. The simulator, represented by the large box in figure 4, pro-
vides sensor input, based on an expected usage distribution in the operational environment, to the GCS
implementation. The GCS implementation initiates the sensor processing, guidance processing, and
control-law processing in sequence. At the end of each subframe, data are provided to the simulator to
be checked for range violations. At the end of the control-law processing subframe, the simulator per-
forms response modeling for the guidance and control function and formulates new sensor values for
the next flame.
A GCS implementation may contain errors that cannot be identified by evaluating only the pre-
defined limits and the final outcome. An obvious example is the computation of an incorrect communi-
cation packet. Because the communication packet does not impact the guidance and control function
and would not he subject to a limit check, the lander could still land safely; thus, the error would not be
identified. The simulator's capability to mn multiple implementations in a back-to-back configuration
provides a means for identifying these interim failures (or failures that do not affect the final result). In
general, given n GCS implementations (all developed to the same requirements document with n _<28),
the back-to-back testing would proceed as follows:
• Start all n implementations with the same input data and allow each implementation to compute the
sensor processing in parallel
Sensor inputs
Sensor processing
Send data
Guidance processing
Send data
Control-law processing
Send data
r
............. !
Response
Record modeling
data
Record
data
Record
data
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Figure 4. GCS simulator with single GCS implementation.
• Compare the output from each implementation at the end of the sensor processing subframe and
record data on any differences or range violations
• Continue through all subframes (checking output at the end of each subframe) until the terminal
descent is completed
• Record the landing status for each implementation
An implicit assumption exists with back-to-back testing: when the output is not the same (but is
within a given tolerance for "real" data), an error exists. By examining the data from each different
result, a set of failure data for each implementation can be identified. These data can be used to charac-
terize the quality of each implementation.
The simulator was implemented on a Digital MicroVAX 3800 computer system with the
VAX/VMS V5.5-2HW operating system. To aid the development and testing of the simulator, a proto-
type GCS implementation called Venus was produced. However, Venus was not developed in compli-
ance with any particular software standard. Although Venus was used extensively to test the simulator
and to identify problems in the GCS specification, this prototype was not considered a gold version.
3.1.3. Configuration Management System
A configuration management system is a tool for tracking and controlling the products from all
phases of the software development cycle. A good configuration management system is also critical to
the experiment framework. The software configuration management process is responsible for provid-
ing: a defined and controlled configuration of the software throughout the software life cycle; the ability
to consistently replicate a configuration item or to regenerate it if needed; and a known point for review,
assessment of status, and control of change by establishing baselines for configuration items.
Within the framework, the configuration environment and activities provide for management of the
life-cycle data to develop one GCS implementation and to provide a mechanism for preserving the inde-
pendence of the life-cycle data for multiple implementations. The Code Management System (CMS)
(ref. 36) provides the configuration management for electronic files for the testbed. The CMS is an
online library system (located on the MicroVAX 3800 computer system) that tracks the software devel-
opment process. The CMS library is a VMS directory that contains specially formatted files. The CMS
stores files called elements in a library, tracks the changes made to these elements, and monitors access
to the elements. An element may contain text, source code, object code, and test cases.
Effective configuration management and data collection mechanisms are essential for obtaining
information on the software failure process. For each experiment, a configuration management plan
should establish the methods to be used throughout the software life cycle for the software engineering
methods under study. At a minimum, the configuration management plan should specify all configura-
tion items and their native format. Each configuration item is placed in a unique CMS library. If an ele-
ment in a CMS library needs to be modified, then this element must be reserved, changed, and replaced.
The original version, or generation, of the element is called generation 1. After an element is reserved
and replaced, the element becomes generation 2. All previous generations of any element are easily
retrieved from CMS. For more information on CMS, see the CMS User's Guide (ref. 36).
With the CMS, all versions of the software products are preserved. During development activities
for a software engineering method, all milestone versions can be saved in the CMS, along with informa-
tion regarding faults that were identified and removed between versions. Because the various versions
of a software product can be regenerated at any time, this configuration management system can serve
as a general library of products for other experiments. The next section describes how the GCS develop-
ment framework can be used in conducting experiments in software engineering.
3.2. Experiment Approach
One form of an experiment is the measurement or observation of responses to some treatment. The
process of comparison, or the recording of differences in the responses to various treatments, is
fundamental to the collection of scientific evidence. The ability of an experimenter to control the condi-
tions of an experiment can determine the extent to which the differences in responses can be attributed
to the treatments. In general, experiments consist of at least four phases: (1) definition, (2) planning,
(3) execution, and (4) analysis. Control of the experimental conditions is a factor in phase 3. Although
phases 1 and 2 are no different for software studies than for experiments in other fields, the significant
costs that can be incurred in phase 3 have contributed to a lack of scientific experiments in software
engineering.
The framework established with the GCS components (i.e., the requirements specification, the sim-
ulator for operational testing, and the configuration management system) was developed to facilitate
experimental studies in software engineering. With the exception of dependence on the GCS applica-
tion, the framework allows an experimenter complete flexibility in defining phases 1, 2, and 4. An
experiment plan may call for the development of GCS implementations in accordance with some soft-
ware engineering method of interest, or the experimenter may choose to use previously developed prod-
ucts that are stored in the CMS library.
A statistical hypothesis is central to an experiment design. A statistical hypothesis is simply a claim
about an unknown attribute of a subject or population of interest. In phase 3, the hypothesis is tested by
drawing a sample from the population of interest and making measurements or observations about the
elements of the sample. According to Basili, Selby, and Hutchens (ref. 37), this type of software study is
especially important "because we greatly need to improve our knowledge of how software is developed,
the effect of various technologies, and what areas most need improvement" (ref. 38).
A variety of issues in software engineering are suitable for empirical studies. Pfleeger authored a
series of articles that details aspects of experimental design and analysis in software engineering
(ref. 38). Some questions that are suitable for analysis include
• If a particular development method is used, will the final product have a certain level of reliability?
• Does test method X detect more software errors than method Y?
• Does the choice of source-code language impact the quality of the code?
Consider the evaluation of the final product for a single software engineering method. One
hypothesis of interest could be to determine whether the reliability of the final software product pro-
duced with this method is greater than 0.99. To test this hypothesis, multiple GCS implementations
could be independently developed in which each implementation is passed through the sequence of
activities prescribed by the given method. The final software versions could be tested in the simulator to
gather additional failure data and estimates of reliability, which could be used to test the hypothesis.
Comparative studies of two or more development methods could be accomplished in a similar manner.
To demonstrate that effectiveness of the experiment framework, a pilot case study was conducted. The
following section describes this study.
4. DO-178B Case Study
Because one of the goals of the GCS project was to understand how critical avionics software fails,
critical software development in the commercial avionics industry was emulated for this case study. The
GCS project is a software engineering case study of the DO-178B guidelines (ref. 29). As mentioned
earlier, all civil transport airframe and equipment vendors are expected to comply with these guidelines
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in buildingsystemsforuseincommercialircraft.Thefollowingsectionsprovidesomebackgroundon
theDO-178Bguidelinesandthecasestudy.
4.1. DO-178B Guidelines
Before a new type of aircraft enters commercial operation, the FAA must issue an airworthiness
type certificate to the manufacturer. In the United States, the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) gov-
ern the aircraft certification process. In particular, FAR 25 sets forth the airworthiness standards for
civil transport aircraft, including all airborne systems. The FAA issues Advisory Circulars (AC's) in
conjunction with the FAR to direct how a manufacturer may demonstrate compliance with the FAR.
Although ultimately the manufacturer and the certificating authority must agree on the terms of certifi-
cation, AC 20-115B states that a manufacturer may follow the DO-178B guidelines as a means for
obtaining approval of digital computer software (ref. 39). Consequently, the DO-178B guidelines influ-
ence much of the software development for the commercial civil transport industry.
The purpose of the DO-178B document is "to provide guidelines for the production of software for
airborne systems and equipment that performs its intended function with a level of confidence in safety
that complies with airworthiness requirements" (ref. 29). The guidance is provided in terms of objec-
tives for each software life-cycle process, where the level of rigor and the amount of life-cycle data are
specified according to the level of criticality of the software functions. The DO-178B document defines
five levels of criticality (i.e., Level A through Level E). At Level A, anomalous behavior of the software
would result in a catastrophic failure condition for the aircraft. At Level E, anomalous behavior of the
software would result in no effect on aircraft operational capability.
Because of the importance of the DO- 178B guidelines in the development of critical software in the
commercial avionics industry, the GCS experiment framework is tested here by developing GCS imple-
mentations in compliance with DO-178B. This study provides experience in developing software in
accordance with an industry standard. The project was designed as a simple case study rather than an
experiment with a statistical hypothesis. The basic concept for the project was to develop the GCS
application in compliance with DO-178B and analyze the error data identified during the development
process to investigate the quality of the final software products.
The case study involved two independent development teams. (The original project plan called for
the independent development of three GCS implementations.) Each team consisted of a programmer
and a verification analyst who were employed as professional software developers. The teams were
assigned the names Mercury and Pluto; each team was tasked to develop a single GCS implementation
from the GCS specification in compliance with the DO-178B guidelines. Each team had auxiliary sup-
port from management, software quality assurance, system analysis, and configuration management
personnel to meet the objectives delineated in DO-178B.
Table 1 gives a general description of the responsibilities of six major personnel roles defined for
the case study. The management, quality assurance, configuration management, and system analysis
functions served both development teams. Because the two development teams were to proceed inde-
pendently through the development processes, special constraints were placed on the level of communi-
cation that was allowed among the project participants. In particular, the programmers were not
permitted to communicate with each other about their implementations, and the verification analysts
were not permitted to discuss specific details about their implementations. Any changes made to the
GCS specification during the project, regardless of origin, were broadcast to both development teams.
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Table 1. GCS Project Personnel and Organization
Project role Responsibility
Project leader Managed all activities of GCS project, including planning, technical direction, and coordination
with respect to all life-cycle processes; collected and analyzed data; and scheduled the major
milestones to meet goals of project.
Software quality Provided confidence that software life-cycle processes produced software that conformed to
assurance requirements by ensuring that project activities were performed in compliance with DO-178B
representative and project standards, as defined in planning documents.
Configuration manager Provided configuration management of all life-cycle data (documentation, design, code, test
cases, and simulator) associated with development of GCS implementations in accordance with
DO-178B guidelines and project standards.
System analyst Provided expertise regarding software requirements for GCS (described in GCS specification) to
project participants and maintained the GCS specification in accordance with DO-178B guide-
lines and project standards.
Programmers Independently developed one implementation of GCS in accordance with GCS specification,
(one for each team) DO-178B guidelines, and Software Development Standards. Development included generation
of detailed design description, source code, and executable object code.
Verification analysts Defined and conducted all verification activities associated with development of one GCS imple-
(one for each team) mentation in accordance with GCS specification, DO-178B guidelines, and Software Develop-
ment Standards.
4.2. Life-Cycle Processes
This section provides an overview of the life-cycle activities for each of the GCS implementations.
The DO-178B guidelines define three types of software life-cycle processes: the software planning pro-
cess, the software development processes, and the integral processes. In the software planning process,
the software development processes and the integral processes are defined and coordinated. The soft-
ware development processes involve identification of software requirements, the software design and
coding, and integration; that is, the development processes directly result in the software product.
Finally, the integral processes function throughout the software development processes to ensure integ-
rity of the software products. The integral processes include the software verification, configuration
management, and quality assurance processes.
During the course of a software life cycle, data are produced to manage and plan the life-cycle
activities and to document the results of those activities. Life-cycle data, as defined in section 11.0 of
DO-178B, are necessary to provide the FAA with evidence that the life-cycle activities comply with the
guidelines. For the purposes of this case study, each development team was required to follow the same
life-cycle development plan. The documents produced during the life-cycle activities for the Mercury
and Pluto implementations of GCS are listed in table 2.
The following sections give a general overview of the life-cycle activities for the development of
the GCS implementations.
4.2.1. Software Planning Process
The objective of the software planning process is to define the development and integral processes
necessary to produce a software product that satisfies the given requirements (i.e., the GCS specifica-
tion). Thus, the primary activity during this process was to document the plans for all activities in the
life-cycle processes, including the flow and transition criteria; the development environment, including
methods and tools to be used; and the development standards. Table 3 shows the objectives for the plan-
ning process based on the tables in annex A of DO-178B.
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Table 2. Life-Cycle Data for GCS Project
Software life-cycle
process
Software planning and management
Development:
Software requirements
Software design
Software coding
Integration
Integral:
Verification
Configuration management
Life-cycle data general to both
GCS implementations
• PSAC
• Software development standards
• Software configuration management plan
• Software quality assurance plan
• Software xerification plan
• Software accomplishment summary
• GCS specification (part of experiment
framework)
• Software xerification cases and procedures
(includes requirements-based test cases)
• Software configuration index
• Software configuration management records
• Support documentation change reports
• Software quality assurance records
Life-cycle data unique to each
implementation
• Design description
• Source code
• Executable object code
• Software xerification results
(includes structure-based test
cases)
• PR's
Quality assurance
Table 3. Activities and Products of Planning Processes
Objectives Major activities Products
• Develop project planning documents
to comply with DO-178B
Define development and
integral processes:
Transition criteria
Life cycle
Project standards
• PSAC
• Software development standards
• Software _rification plan
• Software configuration management
plan
• Software quality assurance plan
The Plan for Software Aspects of Certification (PSAC) is one of the most important data items
because it defines the methods that have been established to produce the development products (e.g.,
design, source code, and executable object code) in compliance with DO-178B. The certificating
agency uses the PSAC to determine whether the proposed project plan is sufficiently rigorous for the
level of software being developed. For this project, the GCS was considered to be Level A software.
The standards for the development products and other project documentation are given in the Soft-
ware Development Standards. This document also contains a description of tools and methods to be
used during the development phase (e.g., programming language). Other fundamental information
about project procedures (e.g., configuration management and problem reporting) is also addressed in
the Software Development Standards; thus, this document served as a single handbook for project
participants.
Because both teams were required to follow the same development and integral processes, only one
set of planning documents (i.e., the PSAC, which includes the software development plan, the Software
Verification Plan, the Software Configuration Management Plan, and the Software Quality Assurance
Plan) was developed, along with a single Software Configuration Index. Most of the remaining life-
cycle data were specific to each implementation.
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Figure 5 gives an overview of the life-cycle activities that were defined in the PSAC. The software
development processes followed a modified waterfall life-cycle model that started with a limited
requirements process (limited in the sense that the requirements were given as part of the experiment
framework) and continued through the design, code, and integration processes.
Verification activities correspond with each of the four development processes. All artifacts (i.e.,
products) produced throughout the life-cycle activities were controlled through the configuration man-
agement process. Some significant artifacts are shown in figure 5. The quality assurance process pro-
vides procedures for monitoring the life-cycle processes and reviewing the project artifacts to ensure
conformance with the plans and standards defined in the planning process. Because of resource limita-
tions, a certification liaison process, as defined in DO-178B, was not possible for this study.
4.2.2. Software Development Processes
Two development teams worked independently to produce two implementations of the GCS. Each
programmer was responsible for deriving a software design that consisted of low-level requirements
and software architecture from the GCS specification and for translating that design into source code.
Each verification analyst was responsible for conducting the verification activity for each artifact until
the transition criteria, defined during the planning process, were satisfied. Figure 6 shows the verifica-
tion activities and transition criteria associated with the artifacts for each development process.
Software quality assurance process
Figure 5. Life-cycle activities flow for GCS project.
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Development Artifact Verification Transition
process activity criteria
GCS specification
Requirements
Design description
Design
Management review
Design review/inspection
Source code
Code _ Code review/inspection
Integration
Source code/
Executable object code
Requirements-based testing
Low-level tests
(functional unit)
Software integration tests
(subframe, frame, trajectory)
Structure-based testing
Software requirements approved
by project management
lDesign description reviewed
and approved by inspectors
All PR's approved
Source code reviewed and
approved by inspectors
All PR's approved
Meet 100% requirements coverage
All test cases pass
Meet 100% modified condition/
decision coverage
All test cases pass
Figure 6. Overview of verification activities and transition criteria for development processes.
Generally, the criterion for transitioning to the next development process was the successful com-
pletion of the verification activity (fig. 6). Because the purpose of the verification activities was to
detect and report errors introduced during the development, a change-reporting system was established
to report problems and track changes made to the life-cycle data. An effective system for the reporting
and tracking of problems was also extremely important in terms of project goals because one of the pri-
mary objectives of the case study was to collect software failure data. In the context of this case study, a
problem was defined as any question or issue that was raised for consideration, discussion, or solution
regarding some artifact of the software development process.
A system of problem reports (PR's) and action reports (AR's) (see the appendix) was created to
document the problems and any subsequent changes that were made to the development products. A PR
contained the following information: the stage in the development process in which the problem was
identified, the configuration identification of the artifact, a description of the problem (e.g., non-
compliance with project standards or output deficiency), and a history log for tracking the progress and
resolution of the problem. All problems were investigated to determine if an actual fault was detected,
in which case corrective action was taken and documented on the AR form. Each AR contained the con-
figuration identification of the affected artifact (based on the labels used in the CMS libraries) and a
description of the change that was made. Change control procedures, as described in the Software Con-
figuration Management Plan, were followed when an actual change was made to a configuration item.
When no change was required in response to the PR, the AR form contained the justification for not
making any changes. A PR was considered to be closed or completed when the person who identified
the problem and the software quality assurance representative both signed the PR form to indicate that
the change had been reviewed and was deemed correct.
The change-reporting system was developed to comply with the DO-178B guidelines for problem
reporting. As a result, the change-reporting system for this case study was not designed from an analysis
perspective; thus, the data were not categorized by type or severity or other characteristic. In fact, a con-
scious effort was made not to categorize data on the report forms for a number of reasons: it detracted
from the purpose of the form (which was to call attention to a problem and get it fixed); we did not want
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to spenddevelopmenttimein analysisactivities;differentpeoplecategorizerrors differently (i.e.,
much of data analysis can be subjective); and a single problem and action may not have captured the
complete problem or all actions necessary to fix the problem. In fact, a number of problems (especially
those regarding changes in the GCS specification) were not completely resolved on a single PR. Conse-
quently, analysis of the PR data was reserved until after the development activities, so that the data set
could be analyzed as a whole.
The following sections give an overview of the development and corresponding verification activi-
ties for the requirements, design, code, and integration processes. A discussion of the problems identi-
fied in each phase is given in section 5.
4.2.2.1. Software requirements process. The primary objective for the software requirements process
is to develop high-level requirements that are accurate, consistent, and verifiable. These requirements
must be both traceable to and in compliance with the system requirements. In this case study, however,
the software requirements, in the form of GCS specification version 2.2, were given as part of the exper-
iment framework. From the GCS specification, a total of 128 requirements were specified in a require-
ments traceability matrix. This requirements traceability matrix was used to trace each software
requirement in the design and in the code and to identify test cases that corresponded to a given require-
ment, as required by DO-178B. Table 4 shows pan of that matrix for the Temperature Sensor Process-
ing (TSP) functional unit.
Because this case study represented the first implementation of the software requirements, we
assumed that changes would be made to the requirements as the Pluto and Mercury implementations
developed. To ensure that all questions and problems regarding the specification were addressed, a for-
mal communication protocol was established. All questions about the GCS specification were addressed
to the system analyst through an electronic conferencing system called VAX Notes. The system analyst
then determined whether the GCS specification should be modified and initiated a change report if nec-
essary. A summary of those changes is given in section 5.1.
The software design process started with the release of version 2.2 of the GCS specification. The
following section describes the process, as well as the results for the Mercury and Pluto
implementations.
4.2.2.2. Software design process. The major DO-178B objective of the software design process is to
refine the software high-level requirements into software architecture and low-level requirements that
can be used to implement the source code. A detailed design description should be a complete statement
of the software low-level requirements and should address exactly what must be accomplished to meet
the objectives stated in the GCS specification; that is, the detailed design should contain an algorithmic
solution. The low-level requirements should be accurate, consistent, verifiable, traceable to the high-
level requirements, and directly translatable into source code with no further decomposition required.
Table 4. Requirement Traceability Matrix for TSP
Functional requirements Design Code Test cases
2.1.5 Temperature Sensor Processing
2.1.5-1 Calculate solid-state temperature
2.1.5-2 Calculate thermal temperature
2.1.5-3 Determine which temperature to use (solid state or
thcrmocouple)
2.1.5-3.1 Calculate the thermosensor upper limit
2.1.5-3.2 Calculate the thermosensor lower limit
2.1.5-4 Determine atmospheric temperature
2.1.5-5 Set status to healthy
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Both programmers used the structured analysis and design methods described by Hatley and Pirbhai
(ref. 34) to generate a design description. Further, each programmer was required to use the Teamwork
tool to develop a structured design, and the output from Teamwork was required for the verification
activities. The Software Development Standards provided guidance on the design procedures and on the
use of Teamwork for the design descriptions.
The objectives of the software verification were to verify that the low-level requirements and soft-
ware architecture complied with the high-level requirements and were accurate, complete, consistent,
and verifiable. A series of inspections based on the work of Fagan (ref. 40) was used to review the
design descriptions. A unique review team was used for each implementation. Each review team con-
sisted of the programmer and the verification analyst assigned to the implementation, the system ana-
lyst, and the software quality assurance representative. All members of the review team, except for the
software quality assurance representative, participated as an inspector. Each inspector performed a crit-
ical reading of the product to identify any defects. The inspectors used the review procedures (defined in
the Software Verification Cases and Procedures document), the design review checklist, and the inspec-
tion logs to aid in the review. After the inspectors completed their individual reviews of the product,
group inspection sessions were held to discuss the product and defects. The requirements traceability
matrix was also completed to trace the low-level requirements in the design description to the high-level
requirements in the GCS specification. The Software Verification Cases and Procedures document
gives further details on the design review process.
Preliminary and final design reviews were held for each implementation. Several inspection ses-
sions (limited to 2 hr each) were needed for each review. After each review, PR's were written for all
items that were identified as problems by the inspection team. The original intent of the problem-
reporting process was to capture each individual problem on a separate PR. However, early in the
inspection sessions, a large number of problems were identified. Because the problem-reporting system
was a paper-based system, project management made the regrettable decision to allow multiple prob-
lems to be recorded on a single PR to save time and effort. Thus, a one-to-one correspondence between
the number of PR's and the number of errors does not exist. However, because the resolution of all PR's
was the transition criterion for this phase, the number of PR's was noted. During this phase, 19 PR's
were issued to the Pluto programmer, and 22 PR's were issued to the Mercury programmer. After all
PR's were resolved (i.e., the problem was corrected and the correction was approved by the software
qualitive assurance representative), the programmer was allowed to develop the source code.
4.2.2.3 Software codeproeess. The major DO-178B objective of the software coding process is to
produce a source code that is traceable, verifiable, consistent, and correctly implements the low-level
requirements given in the detailed design description. The GCS specification was written with the
assumption that a GCS implementation would be coded in the FORTRAN language; however, the
framework does not preclude the development of GCS implementations in other programming
languages. For this case study, the GCS implementations were coded in VAX/VMS FORTRAN
because the host system for the software was a VAX/VMS system; VAX FORTRAN, an implementa-
tion of the full FORTRAN-77 language, conforms to the American National Standard FORTRAN,
ANSI X3.9-1978. Programmers were instructed to use structured programming techniques whenever
practical and were instructed not to use unconditional GO TO statements. No further limits were placed
on the use of the features of the VAX FORTRAN language, including the VAX FORTRAN extensions.
Some metrics on the size of the source code and the executable object code for each implementation
are given in table 5. Because each implementation was designed to run only in conjunction with a
software simulator that was instrumented to collect data to support the research (as opposed to having
resource restrictions imposed by a larger system), no special timing or memory requirements were spec-
ified for the software.
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Table 5. Software Characteristics
Software characteristic Mercury Pluto
Noncommented lines of source code 1747 2232
Executable object code size 32 768 bytes 24 768 bytes
In a conventional coding process, a programmer is allowed to compile and execute his code as
progress is made in the development. However, for this case study, the programmers were not allowed
to execute the code. After the programmer completed and clearly compiled the source code, the code
was released to the verification process. A Fagan type of inspection (ref. 40) was conducted on the
source code for each implementation; the procedures used were the same as those used for the design
inspections. Three PR's were issued to the Pluto programmer and two were issued to the Mercury pro-
grammer as a result of the inspection process. After all PR's were resolved, the verification analyst
started the integration process.
4.2.3. Integration Process
The integration process for the GCS implementations consisted of software integration. (Because
no actual hardware was required for this project, no hardware/software integration was necessary.) The
corresponding verification activity was to test the code to ensure compliance with high- and low-level
requirements and to ensure robustness. The DO-178B guidelines recommend (but do not require) that a
multilevel testing plan be implemented in order to meet all the requirements and the structural coverage
objectives. A bottom-up approach was used to test the implementations; thus, testing began at the func-
tional unit level and moved up through the subframe, frame, and trajectory levels. For Level A software,
the testing must achieve 100 percent requirements coverage and 100 percent modified condition/
decision coverage (MC/DC).
The overall objective of requirements-based testing was to show that the software provided the
specified functionality without adding extra functionality. In the interest of conserving time and other
resources, the verification analysts in the case study worked together to produce a single suite of
requirements-based test cases from the GCS specification before the source code was produced (so that
no bias was introduced from the different implementations). Test cases were generated using
equivalence-class partitioning and boundary-value analysis techniques, as described by Myers (ref. 41).
Equivalence classes were determined for each variable defined in the data dictionary in the GCS speci-
fication. Each normal-range test case was created by choosing inputs from only the valid equivalence
classes, and each robustness case was created by choosing a single input from an invalid equivalence
class and selecting all other inputs from valid classes. Mathematica, of Wolfram Research, Inc. (ref. 42),
was used to compute the expected results for all test cases. The test cases were traced to the low- and
high-level requirements through the requirements traceability matrix. Only one PR was issued for the
Mercury implementation as a result of requirements-based testing, and four PR's were issued for the
Pluto implementation.
Once the requirements-based testing and all PR's were completed, each implementation was ana-
lyzed for structural coverage. Each verification analyst was responsible for the structural coverage anal-
ysis of his own implementation. During the analysis, a directed graph of the structure of each source-
code module was generated using McCabe's Analysis of Complexity Tool (ACT) (ref. 43). Figure 7
shows the directed graph produced by the ACT for the TSP functional unit.
For each functional unit, the verification analyst examined the paths and decision nodes in the struc-
tured graph and the cases in the requirements-based test suite to identify any remaining structures that
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Figure 7. Structure graph for TSP functional unit.
needed to be exercised to meet the structural coverage requirement. To achieve 100 percent MC/DC, a
sufficient number of test cases needed to be examined to ensure that
1. Each decision takes on every possible outcome at least once
2. Each condition in a decision takes on every possible outcome at least once
3. Each condition is shown to independently affect the decision outcome
4. Each entry and exit point is invoked at least once
The method of using decision and pairs tables, as discussed by Chilenski and Miller (ref. 44), was
used to represent the states that should be covered to satisfy the MC/DC requirement. The decision table
for the TSP functional unit, given in table 6, shows the conditional statements for each decision node in
the directed graph in figure 7; table 6 also lists the test cases to show that each decision takes on every
possible outcome at least once.
Table 6. TSP Decision Table
Graph node
number
4
TSP decisions
(SOLID_STATE_TEMP.LT.
LOWER_PARABOLIC_TEMP_LIMIT).OR.
(SOLID_STATE_TEMP.GT.
UPPER_PARABOLIC_TEMP_LIMIT)
THERMO_TEMP.LT. M3
THERMO_TEMP.GT. M4
True output test
cases
(a)
TSP NR 002
TSP NR 006
TSP NR 007
False output test
csses
(a)
TSP NR 001
TSP NR 001
TSP NR 001
aThe labeling system for the test cases includes the module name, indication of the type of test case (NR for normal range and RO for
robustness), and test case number. For example, TSP NR 001 is the first normal range test case for the TSP functional unit.
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Because multiple conditions exist for the decision at node 4, a pairs table is used to show that each
condition in the decision takes on every possible outcome at least once and that each condition indepen-
dently affects the decision outcome. Table 7 shows the pairs table that corresponds to decision node 4 in
the directed graph for TSP.
To show whether a condition independently affects the final decision, the outcome of that condition
can be varied while all other conditions remain fixed. In table 7, the asterisks in the columns labeled
"Independent of condition" indicate those test cases that demonstrate independence for each condition.
For example, the combination of test cases TSP NR 001 and TSP NR 002 shows that condition 1
independently affects the final decision.
Finally, table 8 gives the test cases that address the entry and exit conditions for the modules within
the TSP functional unit.
In the case of the TSP functional unit, test cases from the requirements-based test suite covered all
necessary conditions for satisfying the MC/DC criteria. For those functional units for which the code
structure was not adequately covered, new test cases were created. Table 9 shows the number of test
cases required to meet the objectives for the integration process.
Table 7. MC/DC Pairs Table for Decision Node 4 of TSP
SOLID_STATE_TEMP. LT. SOLI D_STATE_TEMP. GT.
LOWER_PARABOL I C_TEMP_LIMI T UPPER_PARABOL I C_TEMP_L IMI T
(Condition l) (Condition 2)
(a) (a)
0 0
0 1
1 0
Final
Test case
idecision
0 TSP NR 001
1 TSP NR 003
1 TSP NR 002
a 0 = False value for the condition; 1 = True value for the condition.
b, = Test cases that demonstrate independence for each condition.
Independent of
condition
(b)
1 2
Table 8. MC/DC Entry and Exit Test Cases for Modules in TSP
Module Test case
LOWER_PARABOLIC_FUNCTION TSP NR 001
UPPER_PARABOLIC_FUNCTION TSP NR 001
Table 9. Number of Test Cases for Integration
Number of
Type of test case
test cases
Requirements-based test cases
Functional unit
Sub frame
Frame
Trajectory
Structure-based test cases
Mercury
Pluto
445
379
23
9
34
33
38
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The requirement for demonstrating 100 percent MC/DC for Level A software is a major issue for
avionics software vendors. A number of vendors claim that the additional analysis and testing that is
required to meet 100 percent MC/DC is very expensive and does not reveal additional errors. Others
claim that conducting sufficient tests to meet the MC/DC requirement provides reasonable assurance
that the code structure has been completely exercised and the errors have been removed. In this case
study, approximately 7-8 percent of the total test suite resulted from the structural coverage analysis.
The structure-based testing did not identify any problems in either implementation. Further analysis of
the Pluto team's structure-based test cases showed that 21 of the 38 test cases should have been covered
in requirements-based testing and that the remaining 17 could have been detected in requirements-based
testing if the low-level requirements defined in the design had been added to the traceability matrix.
Ideally, if requirements-based testing is done with very low-level requirements (including the low-
level requirements identified in the design), few (if any) additional test cases should be needed to
achieve 100 percent MC/DC. Thus, the importance of clearly enumerating each low-level requirement
throughout the development process and of tracing each requirement to all appropriate test cases is
emphasized. Establishing this trace by hand is a tedious and error-prone process. Restricting the number
of conditions allowed in a decision in the project design and coding standards can improve the verifica-
tion effort (i.e., inspections and testing) and the coverage analysis. Automated tools could also be
helpful.
Because the MC/DC requirement concentrates on identifying faults that lie in Boolean expressions,
a more careful approach to requirements-based testing may eliminate the need for demonstrating
100 percent MC/DC; further analysis and experimentation are needed.
5. Analysis of Data From Case Study
Much of our understanding regarding the effectiveness of a development method comes from exam-
ining the changes that were made to the project artifacts throughout the life cycle, in particular, those
changes made to the requirements and to the final source code. A development method is thought to be
more effective if the preponderance of errors is identified at the earliest phases of the life cycle. That is,
for a development method that spans the requirements, design, and coding processes, the more errors
that are identified and eliminated at the requirements phase, the better.
Papers on software engineering and process improvement studies often are filled with graphs and
tables that indicate the number of errors found and that neatly classify those errors. Unfortunately,
counting errors is difficult. For this study, we use the following definitions:
Problem: any question or issue raised for consideration, discussion, or solution regarding an arti-
fact of the software development process. Problems are brought to the attention of project mem-
bers through the change reporting system; that is, whoever identifies a problem should initiate a
PR. Most PR's are issued as a result of a verification activity.
Error: with respect to software, a mistake in requirements, design, or code. In accordance with
DO-178B, any aspect of the requirements, design, or code is judged to contain an error if it is
• Ambiguous (information is ambiguous if more than one interpretation is possible).
• Incomplete (information is incomplete if it does not include all necessary, relevant require-
ments and/or descriptive material; if responses are not defined for the range of valid input data;
if figures are not properly labeled; or if terms and units of measure are not defined).
• Incorrect (information is incorrect if it does not correctly implement the required function).
• Inconsistent (information is inconsistent if conflicts exist within).
• Not verifiable (information is not verifiable if it cannot be checked for correctness by a person
or tool).
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• Not traceable(informationis not traceableif the origin of its componentscannotbe
determined).
• Notmodifiable(informationisnotmodifiableif it isstructuredorhasastylesuchthatchanges
cannotbemadecompletely,consistently,andcorrectlywhileretainingthestructure).
Fanlt:amanifestationof anerrorinsoftware.A faultmaycauseafailure.
Failure:theinabilityof asystemorsystemcomponenttoperformarequiredfunctionwithinspeci-
fiedlimits.A failurecanresultwhenafaultisencountered.
Whenaproblemis initiallydetectedandanerroris identified,thescopeof thaterrorisnotalways
clear.A seriesof PR'smightbenecessarybeforetheentirescopeof anerrorbecomesobvious.Conse-
quently,for errorsthatarenotsimple,asinglechangereportoftendoesnotcompletelyreflectheentire
correction.Also,anerrormaybeclearlyidentifiedin aPR;however,theprogrammermayonlyimple-
mentapartialfix, andthequalityassuranceprocessmayfail todetecthatthefix isnotcomplete.Con-
sequently,a one-to-onecorrespondenceb tweenthe numberof changereports(or the problems
delineatedin achangereport)andthenumberof errorsisvirtuallyimpossible.
Examiningtheerrorsthatweremadein eachof theprojectartifactsandhowtheywereidentified
andcorrectedcanonlybedonewithaccuracyafterthedevelopmentprocessiscomplete.Intermediate
versionsofthedesignandcodemustoftenbeexaminedtounderstandeachchange,andtheentiresetof
changereportsmayneedtobereviewedtogatherallrelatedchangestoclearlyidentifyeacherror.Even
withall thechangereportsandintermediateversionsof theartifacts,clearidentificationof theerrors
maynotbeeasy.Changereportsfor asingleerrorcantracethroughtherequirements,design,andcode.
Throughoutthe life-cycleprocesses,changesmadeto therequirements,design,andcodewere
recordedusingtheproblem-reportingsystemsestablishedfor theproject.Thissectioncontainsbrief
summariesof theproblemreportsissuedfor theGCSspecificationandtheMercuryandPlutoimple-
mentationsof theGCS.
5.1. Summary of Requirements Changes
During the case study, many changes were made to the GCS specification to correct errors and
improve organization, grammar, and punctuation. A total of 29 change reports were issued against ver-
sion 2.2 of the GCS specification and 7 were issued against version 2.3. Remember that each change
report can actually represent multiple problems, errors, and changes. After the release of version 2.2 to
the programmers for the design process, a significant number of changes were made to the GCS specifi-
cation as the system analyst became more experienced with Hatley and Pirbhai's method of structural
analysis and the Teamwork tool (ref. 34). Following release of version 2.3 of the GCS specification, the
specification was considered stable. As shown in figure 8, most changes to the specification were made
while the programmers were developing their designs.
Figure 8 shows that most of the changes to the GCS specification occurred early in the develop-
ment; however, the figure does not provide information regarding the types of errors that resulted in
changes. The GCS specification contains two types of information: information about the functionality
that a GCS implementation must provide and information about the context or environment of those
requirements. A single change report could identify a number of problems in either the functional
requirements or the context of those requirements. A context change was defined as any change that did
not impact the functionality. For example, throughout this project, a great deal of ambiguity was evident
in the high-level structured analysis charts. As understanding of Harley and Pirbhai's method (ref. 34)
and the Teamwork tool increased, the charts were refined in a series of change reports to eliminate
ambiguity. Because the high-level charts only provide an overview of the GCS system without actually
defining functionality, those errors that were attributable to ambiguity in the high-level charts were con-
sidered to be context errors.
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change reports
issued for
GCS
specifications
Figure 8.
[] Mercury
• Pluto
Initial design Design Code Integration
Life-cycle phase
Change reports issued for GCS specification per life-cycle phase.
The errors identified in the functional requirements are the most interesting. Table 10 addresses the
reason for each change that was made in functional requirements, the impact of that error with respect to
the expected output, and the impact of each change on the two GCS implementations.
Most of the changes made to the GCS specification were made to clarify requirements that would
not be likely to impact the successful landing of the vehicle. For example, version 2.2 of the
specification required that the two functional units that dealt with radar sensors (i.e., Altimeter Radar
Sensor Processing (ARSP) and Touchdown Landing Radar Sensor Processing (TDLRSP)) be executed
only during even-numbered frames. Because no clear reason was evident for this requirement (i.e., the
requirement was not traceable to any other requirement), the scheduling requirement was modified (via
Support Documentation Change Report (SDCR) 2.3-2.1) so that all functional units in the sensor pro-
cessing subframe executed during every frame. The change to correct this error in the requirements ini-
tiated changes in the parts of the GCS specification that related to that function, namely, the scheduling
section and the process specifications for the ARSP, the TDLRSP, and the Communications Processing
(CP). This change also initiated changes to the Mercury and Pluto designs.
After the design phase, only two requirements errors were identified that could have impacted mis-
sion success. Both errors involved equations in which valid input would have caused a negative square
root calculation; these errors were not identified until the last phase of integration testing for the Pluto
implementation. The first error involved a requirement to calculate the standard deviation of three con-
secutive accelerometer readings. A specific equation was given in the GCS specification for this calcu-
lation. (The argument can be made that giving an equation for the standard deviation in a requirements
specification is not appropriate. Although our programmers were professionals, we did not expect them
to have a knowledge of statistics and, thus, felt that the inclusion of an equation was reasonable for this
case study.) When no change occurred in the reading, the standard deviation was zero. However,
because of precision limitations, the form of the standard-deviation equation that was originally speci-
fied could yield a negative square root. The requirement was changed to state that no calculation of the
standard deviation was necessary when the accelerometer reading did not change; thus, the possibility
Table 10. Summary of Errors Identified in GCS Specification
Error Number of errors Number of errors thatNumber of errors
characteristic that impacted outputs impacted system failure
Ambiguous
Incomplete
Incorrect
Inconsistent
Not traceable
Not verifiable
Other
11
3
5
3
1
1
1
11
1
5
2
0
1
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
1
Total 25 21 6
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of a negative square root was eliminated. The design and code for both GCS implementations were
changed in response to this requirements change.
The second significant error was the most interesting. During guidance processing, some
calculations are made to determine whether to turn the axial and roll engines off and to determine
the guidance processing phase. Both situations require the determination of whether the vertical veloc-
ity of the vehicle is above or below some maximum vertical velocity for safe landing
(MAX_NORMAL_VELOCITY). The variable GP_ALTITUDE is the altitude with respect to the
planet's surface as seen by the guidance processor. The following condition was specified originally:
_/2*GRAV1TY* GP_ALTITUDE + x component of GP_VELOCITY < MAX_NORMAL_VELOCITY
Testing of the Pluto implementation revealed that under certain conditions the lander could hit the
planet's surface with sufficient momentum to cause GP_ALTITUDE to be negative; that is, the lander
would dig into the planet's surface. The two test cases that revealed this error stressed the maximum
vehicle velocity in the y direction and the maximum vehicle velocity in the z direction. If
GP_ALTITUDE were negative, then the square root in the velocity calculation would be undefined and,
consequently, system failure would occur. To eliminate the possibility of a negative square root, the
conditional equation was modified as follows:
_/2*GRAVITY * maximum(GP_ALTITUDE,0) + x componentof GP_VELOCITY _<MAX_NORMAL_VELOCITY
Change report 2.3-7 was issued to implement the change in the GCS specification. Because the soft-
ware requirements changed, the design and source code for both the Mercury and Pluto implementa-
tions were changed. The PR 27 for the Mercury implementation and the PR 30 for the Pluto
implementation describe the changes that were made to those implementations.
The next section discusses the changes that were made to the Mercury and Pluto implementations of
the GCS.
5.2. Summary of Changes to GCS Implementations
Each GCS implementation independently went through three distinct phases (i.e., designing, cod-
ing, and testing) in the development of the executable code. The change process for a GCS implementa-
tion in this case study officially started when the software design description was submitted for initial
inspection. After a design was submitted for inspection, the design description was placed under config-
uration control in CMS, and the design could not be changed without a PR. Because a programmer's
understanding of the requirements increases throughout the development phase, many changes are
likely as the development process progresses. Tables 11 and 12 summarize the PR's issued during the
development phase for the Mercury and the Pluto teams.
Deciding which PR data were of both interest and value in terms of assessing the development
method was difficult. Inspections during the design and code processes were used to identify most of
the obvious errors that occurred during the earlier stages of development. The original designs for both
the Mercury and Pluto implementations had many errors. In fact, the modifications to each design were
so extensive that a second round of inspections was conducted to review the entire design. Although the
inspection of the initial versions of the source code did not find nearly as many problems as were found
in the designs, a significant number of errors were identified here also. In general, the inspection process
identified many problems that were representative of all types of errors in the design and code for both
implementations.
In determining the data to present, we held to the notion that proper function of a software product
is the fundamental measure of quality. Here, because the programmers were not allowed to execute the
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Table 11. Summary of Mercury Development Activities
Development phase
Design
Code
Integration
Product
Preliminary
design
Design
Source code
Executable
object code
Verification activities
• Preliminary design review:
6 review sessions
Related PR' s
PR's 1-13
*Requirements change SDCR 2.3-2 PR 14
• Design review: PR's 15-22
2 review sessions
• Requirements change SDCR 2.3-4 PR 23
• Programmer identified problems in
PR 24
design while developing code
• Code review:
PR's 25-26
2 review sessions
*Requirements change SDCR 2.3-6 PR 27
• Requirements-based testing:
Functional unit level
Subframe level
Frame level
Trajectory level
PR 28
• Structure-based testing PR 29 (determined to
not be problem)
*Requirements change SDCR 2.3-7 PR 30
Table 12. Summary of Pluto Development Activities
Development phase Product Verification activities Related PR's
Design Preliminary
design
• Preliminary design review:
9 review sessions PR's 1-13
*GCS specification mod SDCR 2.3-2 PR 14
Design • Design review:
PR's 15-192 review sessions
Code Source code • GCS specification mod SDCR 2.3-4 PR 20
Integration
• Code review:
2 review sessions
*Requirements change SDCR 2.3-6
• Requirements-based testing:
Functional unit level
Subframe level
Frame level
Trajectory level
• Structure-based testing
Executable
object code
PR's 21-23
PR 27
PR's 24 and 25
PR 26
PR 27
code, the GCS implementations were executed for the first time during the integration phase. Testing
started at the functional unit level and progressed through the trajectory level. In this section, the soft-
ware errors identified during integration testing are discussed; then the results of the simulated opera-
tional testing are discussed.
What information about an error is of interest? Myers (ref. 41) suggests several questions to answer
in the analysis of error data:
• What was done incorrectly?
• When was the error made?
• How was the error found?
In addition, were these errors related to any of the previous changes? For example, were some errors
identified in the inspection activities not completely fixed? Or did some of the earlier fixes actually
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introduce new errors? Table 13 provides the change information related to the integration testing of the
Mercury implementation. Table 14 presents the change information from PR's 23-27 from the integra-
tion testing of the Pluto implementation. The error identification given in these tables consists of the PR
number and the specific action item.
Note that errors 27-1 and 27-2 listed in table 14 were traced to errors in the GCS specification. The
subsequent change to the GCS specification initiated PR 30 for the Mercury implementation. The
design and code for both implementations were changed as a result of these specification errors.
Table 13. Error Data From Integration Phase for Mercury
Error ID
28-1
28-2
What was done incorrectly?
Incorrect index was used (I instead of 1)
in referencing variable in calculation.
Incorrect logic used in determining
OPTIMAL_VELOCITY.
How was error Phase error was
found? introduced? Relation to other changes?
Unit test Code None
Unit test Design None
Error ID
24-1
24-2.1
24-2.2
24-5
24-6
24-7
24-8
24-9
25-1
26-1
26-2
27-1
27-2
Table 14. Error Data From Integration Phase for Pluto
How was error
found?
Phase error was
introduced? Relation to other changes?What was done incorrectly?
Wrong indices were used in calculating Unit test Code PR 23 addressed different error in same
matrix entries (computational). equations.
Wrong argument sent in call to subroutine Unit test Code This error was originally identified in
(interface). PR 23 in one location and was cor-
rected. However, error occurred in
three separate locations in source code.
Incorrect calculation of argument sent in Unit test Code Error also was originally identified
call to subroutine (interface). in PR 23 but was not completely
corrected.
Lower and upper bounds were reversed in Unit test Code None
range check (other).
Integers were used when should have used Unit test Code None
real numbers (computational).
Used incorrect logic to implement table Unit test Code None
(logic).
Used incorrect precision for calculation Unit test Code Error was identified in PR 23 but was
(computational). not corrected.
Incorrect reference used in output mes- Reading code Code None
sage (other).
All necessary data not sent for cyclic Unit test Code None
redundancy check (other).
Typographical error in subroutine name. Frame test Code None
Unnecessary continue statement. Frame test Code None
Trajectory test Requirements
Trajectory test
Form of equation used for standard devia-
tion could lead to negative square root.
RequirementsValid data could lead to negative square
root in equation.
Error initiated change in GCS specifi-
cation (2.3-7.1). Equation was modi-
fied to eliminate possibility of negative
square root. Both design and code were
changed.
Error initiated change in GCS specifi-
cation (2.3-7.2). Equation was modi-
fied to eliminate possibility of negative
square root. Both design and code were
changed.
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5.3. Summary of Findings From Operational Simulation
As mentioned above, a desirable feature of the GCS framework was the capability to run GCS ver-
sions in a back-to-back configuration for a large number of tests to simulate the operational perfor-
mance of the software. To test this capability, the final versions of the Mercury and Pluto
implementations were run in the simulator with the Venus prototype implementation. We chose to run
the Venus implementation with the two DO-178B implementations of the GCS so that we would have
an odd number of versions for comparison. Figure 9 illustrates the back-to-back testing of three GCS
implementations.
Given that few errors were found in the integration tests for either of the two DO-178B implementa-
tions, we did not expect to find large numbers of errors in the back-to-back tests. Because the Venus
implementation was developed by the system analyst and was used extensively in the development of
the simulator, we did not expect to find many errors in Venus. However, we generally did expect to find
some software errors.
A total of 7757 back-to-back tests (7757 complete trajectories) were run with the three GCS imple-
mentations. No differences were noted during those tests (i.e., for Boolean and integer comparisons, an
exact match was noted; for real number comparisons, all values agreed within given tolerances). The
vehicle successfully landed 97.1 percent of the time, which was within the successful landing rate of
95 percent that was established for this application. This result provides further confidence that the soft-
ware was operating correctly (as expected). Some limit violations were noted; however, the limit viola-
tions were the same for all three implementations. This result could indicate that all three
implementations had the same error; however, initial review of the limit violations indicated that some
of the predefined limits needed to be adjusted.
Consequently, no errors were identified during the simulated operational testing. Thus, we have a
good indication of the quality of the software products that have resulted from the process set forth in
DO-178B. However, more testing is needed to estimate with a significant level of statistical confidence
that no errors remain in the GCS implementations.
Initiate terminal descent trajectory
(for each implementation of GCS)
O i1¢
Compare results
Investigate all discrepancies to identify errors and
characterize operational behavior
A
Repeat for large
number of
random
trajectories
Figure 9. Back-to-back testing of multiple GCS implementations.
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6. Project Summary
The GCS project had two primary goals: to establish a controlled environment for scientific experi-
ments in software engineering and to conduct a case study to evaluate the effectiveness of the controlled
environment. To accomplish these objectives, a framework that consisted of a requirements specifica-
tion for a guidance and control application, a simulator for running the application, and a configuration
management system to control the products of a software development process were produced. These
framework elements allow researchers to conduct small-scale experiments in a consistent environment
to scientifically evaluate hypotheses and assumptions regarding software engineering methods.
A case study, based on the DO-178B guidelines, was conducted to assess this framework and to
gain experience in developing software to industry standards. The following subsections provide com-
mentary on the experiment framework, software experimentation, and the DO-178B guidelines.
6.1. Comments on Framework
The elements of the framework (the GCS specification, the simulator, and the configuration man-
agement system) served their respective intended purposes. Table 15 shows the strengths and weak-
nesses that were noted. One of the biggest advantages to the experiment framework was the GCS
specification. Few commercial software developers are willing to release requirement specifications for
their products (for obvious reasons). The GCS specification provides a reasonable facsimile of a com-
mercial avionics application developed with state-of-the-practice methods. Although the resulting
source code is relatively small (approximately 2000 noncommented source lines), the GCS application
is sufficiendy complex to realize significant differences in the implementations.
The combination of the configuration management system and the GCS simulator provided the
functionality necessary to control and simulate the operational performance of the GCS by implement-
ing the back-to-back testing paradigm. The CMS provided capable management of the software ver-
sions. The automated configuration management system was invaluable, especially in working with
multiple implementations; a complementary automated change reporting system would have been
Table 15. Strengths and Weaknesses of GCS Framework
Strengths
• GCS specification provided reasonable basis for develop-
ment of software (specification is expected to continue to
improve with use).
• CMS provided satisfactory management of software
products.
- Ability to easily retrieve intermediate versions of prod-
ucts during analysis of error data was helpful.
• GCS simulator provided functionality necessary to simu-
late operational performance of GCS.
- Performance could be enhanced by moving to different
environment.
• Elements in CMS library could be suitable for some level
of experimentation.
• Framework was available to public.
• Framework did not impose constraints on design of
experiments.
Weaknesses
Choice of VAX/VMS environment was regrettable because
of declining interest in and support for this environment.
- Framework could be ported to SUN/UNIX environment, a
• Significant amount of resources may be required to develop
complete GCS implementation starting from requirements
(depending on development methods used).
• Only one application was examined (guidance and control
function), which was limited in size to approximately 2000
noncommented lines of source code.
• Automated data collection system was not available.
a'rhe GCS simulator and the CMS are both tied to the VAX/VMS nvironment. To move the framework to another platform, portions of the
GCS simulator that are written in VMS command language would have to be rewritten. Other configuration management systems exist for
other platforms.
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helpful.The major drawback to the operational testing was that the simulator was implemented in a
VAX/VMS environment, which has limited support. The performance of the simulator in running mul-
tiple implementations could have been improved by porting the simulator to a modem workstation envi-
ronment; however, this change would not impact the GCS specification or the existing GCS
implementations.
6.2. Comments on Software Experiments
The case study provided some general lessons in regard to conducting software experiments. The
most significant lesson learned was that experimentation in software engineering is tedious, equivocal,
and difficult to replicate, as is experimentation in the social sciences; gathering adequate and proper
data for statistical analysis is extremely difficult. Our conclusions agree with those of Campbell and
Stanley (ref. 32).
Software experimentation requires a clear goal that is stated as a measurable statistical hypothesis.
An attitude of "we will develop some software using this method and see what we get" will not realize
any meaningful results. Arthur and Nance (ref. 45) state that "the effectiveness of a [software develop-
ment] methodology is defined as the degree to which a methodology produces a desired result." Perhaps
this definition is true; however, a hypothesis such as "software developed in compliance with DO-178B
will be highly reliable" is not acceptable for experimental research. The attribute "highly reliable" can
have many different meanings, particularly when even the appropriate measure of software reliability is
controversial. An experimental hypothesis must be stated in terms that are unambiguously quantifiable.
After the hypothesis is determined, plans for the experiment must be clearly defined; that is, rules
should not be made up as the project progresses. This statement may seem obvious; however, if no
mechanisms are in place to ensure that plans are complete prior to the start of the project, "planning as
you go" becomes very easy. Unfortunately, a plan-as-you-go approach is not easy to replicate. Factors
that affect the response of software products to the treatment under study (e.g., life-cycle model, hard-
ware platform and tools, and programming language) should be clearly articulated to all participants at
the start of the project. The development environment should be controlled to the extent possible to
ensure that the difference in measurements is attributable only to the difference in treatments.
The experience level of the project participants is another significant factor in collecting adequate
and relevant data. For example, although the participants in this case study were professional program-
mers, no one on the GCS project had any prior experience in developing software to any software stan-
dards, much less a rigorous standard like DO-178B. In fact, the DO-178B standard was in draft form
when it was selected for use here. A great deal of project resources were expended in becoming familiar
with DO-178B and the software engineering methods that comply with this standard.
Because the constructs of software are the result of human reasoning, software experiments cannot
ignore the human factors that exist. Experience, intelligence, job security, personality, and other factors
can impact a software development effort. In general, the level of control required to ensure that the dif-
ferences noted in a software experiment are attributable only to variations in treatments (i.e., variations
in applying different software engineering methods) is nearly impossible to achieve. The number of
software developers that would be needed so that randomization techniques could be used to eliminate
bias introduced through human factors would be huge. Consequently, the cost of conducting a full-scale
randomized experiment would be prohibitive. The nature of software engineering may be such that it is
not conducive to true scientific experimentation.
6.3. Comments on DO-178B
Lessons were also learned in regard to developing software in compliance with DO-178B. Table 16
lists negative and positive aspects of the DO-178B guidelines from the perspective of a first-time
developer.
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Although the DO-178B guidelines do not constrain a developer to a particular life-cycle model, the
guidelines do require that specific objectives (given in annex A of DO-178B) be met. A well-defined
life-cycle model is needed to meet these objectives. Section 11 of DO-178B lists the life-cycle data that
should be generated during development. Nonetheless, the lack of templates, examples, or suggestions
in the DO-178B guidelines makes it difficult to identify the type of evidence that may be required by the
certificating authority to demonstrate that the objectives have been met. The following subsections con-
tain observations regarding various life-cycle processes defined in DO-178B.
6.3.1. Planning Process
The timely development of the planning documents (table 3) is an important factor in an orderly
software development program; these documents ensure that the final software product is traceable,
testable, maintainable, and understandable. Defining these plans at the outset eliminates the tendency to
plan as you go and gives the certificating authority an early development process. However, the
DO-178B guidelines do not require that documentation be produced in any particular order or within
any specific time frame. A specific schedule for the documentation could be included in the PSAC;
however, the level of detail required in the PSAC is not clearly delineated. Ultimately, the life-cycle
data should provide a complete history of the life cycle sufficient for the certificating authority to trace
the requirements through development and completion.
6.3.2. Development Processes
Although section 11 of the DO-178B guideline calls for standards for software requirements,
design, and code, little guidance is provided in DO-178B on the content of these standards. For this case
study, few constraints were imposed on the programmers in developing the design and code. The intent
from the research perspective was to give the programmers as much freedom as possible in developing
the implementation; however, this freedom conflicted with the verification efforts required to ensure
compliance with DO-178B. As mentioned above, the verification and assurance analysts had to become
familiar with the product so that they could effectively verify that the product performed its intended
function. Constraints such as limits on the level of complexity, style of documentation, and use of well-
known tools made this familiarization process easier.
Table 16. Strengths and Weaknesses of DO-178B Guidelines
Strengths Weaknesses
* Development process is well-defined and orderly.
• Constraints and standards (for requirements, design, and
code) can impact verification effort.
• Tools can be helpful.
- Organization and tracking tools can significantly
increase efficiency.
- Automation can significantly speed up paper-
dependent processes (e.g., problem reporting).
• Software products are of fairly high quality (i.e., errors
have not been identified to date in either implementation).
• Document is difficult to read and apply.
- Lack of examples/suggestions creates difficulty for first-
time developers. (However, first-time developers are not
intended audience.)
• Compliance with guidelines requires an extensive effort over
and above writing source code.
• Tools can be harmful.
- Time and money are required to learn new tools; this time
should be accounted for in planning process.
- All participants involved with output of development tool
must understand tool.
• Importance of objectives in tables in annex A is not obvious.
- Evidence required to demonstrate that objectives have
been met is not clearly identified.
- Point in life cycle at which verification that such evidence
exists is not made clear.
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6.3.3. Integral Processes
Verification, configuration management, and quality assurance are considered integral processes in
the DO-178B definition of life-cycle processes. Much of the development cost for this project was
attributed to the verification activities, especially the development of the test cases. The guidance pro-
vided in DO-178B on the verification process is not always consistent with the objectives given in
annex A. For example, although guidance is available on requirements-based testing for normal and
robustness test cases, the objectives in annex A do not address normal and robustness testing. Only cov-
erage of high- and low-level requirements is addressed in the objectives. With respect to structure-based
testing, the effort to meet the MC/DC requirement did not reveal any errors; thus, the effectiveness of
the MC/DC criteria should be the focus of further investigation.
The DO-178B guidelines place heavy emphasis on the configuration management process. The case
study participants did not have prior experience with configuration management and found the guidance
in DO-178B to be highly effective. In contrast, the guidance regarding software quality assurance was
weak; the issue of the independence of the software quality assurance function for Level A software was
particularly vague.
6.3.4. Tools
The use of software development tools yielded both positive and negative results. In general, use of
the automated tools such as Teamwork, CMS, and Mathematica increased productivity. The change-
reporting process used for the case study was a paper-based process; electronic forms would have been
much easier to manage. One significant lesson learned was that sufficient training is essential for all
project members on both the use of the tools and the review of tool output. For example, the program-
mers in the case study were required to develop their implementation designs using Teamwork; thus,
the programmers were given a tutorial on how to use Teamwork. However, verification of the design
involved inspection of the Teamwork model, but some of the inspectors did not have any knowledge of
Teamwork and initially encountered difficulty in reviewing the Teamwork models. All project members
who come in contact with a tool or the output of a tool must be educated about the tool. The planning
process should allow time for all project participants to become familiar with new tools that will be used
on the project.
7. Concluding Remarks
"Our greatest need now, in terms of future progress rather than short-term coping with current soft-
ware engineering projects, is not for new languages or tools to implement our inventions, but for more
in-depth understanding of whether our inventions are effective and why or why not" (Leveson, N. G.:
IEEE Comput. Oct. 1994). The software experiments that have recently been conducted at Langley
Research Center have generated data to characterize the software failure process and to improve meth-
ods for producing reliable software. The Guidance and Control Software (GCS) project, in particular,
has established a framework for effectively conducting small-scale experiments to study the application
of different software development methods. Here, the GCS framework was used for a case study to
investigate the effectiveness of development and verification techniques that comply with the Require-
ments and Technical Concepts for Aviation RTCA/DO-178B guidelines, Software Considerations in
Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification. This case study also has identified weaknesses in the
framework.
The primary purpose of the framework is to facilitate the convenient collection of software error
data for making statistical inferences for characterizing the software failure process and for evaluating
the effectiveness of software development techniques. The case study provided valuable insight into the
process of developing software in compliance with standards such as DO-178B and some general
insight into conducting software experiments. From a broader perspective, the case study reinforced the
notion that software engineering experiments are expensive, difficult to replicate, and even difficult to
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interpret. With respect to studying software engineering methods, the level of control required to ensure
that the effects seen in an experiment are attributable only to a variation of treatments is nearly impossi-
ble (at least within the resources typically available for such studies).
Although the framework does not eliminate many of the costs incurred in conducting software
experiments, this experiment framework does provide a platform for consistent comparison for a small
application. The framework and products of the case study are available to other researchers. The
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has used the documentation from the case study to conduct
software certification training for FAA airworthiness and certification specialists and representatives
from the avionics industry; this training is designed to address avionics software issues that arise from
the application of the DO-178B guidelines.
Ultimately, quantitative measures are needed to confh-m the correlation between software develop-
ment methods and product quality. Further research is needed to identify appropriate measures of soft-
ware quality, especially in terms of safety and reliability, and to develop empirical methods for
validating these measures.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 2368 I-2199
February 10, 1998
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Appendix
Problem Reporting and Corrective Action
When presenting software error data, exposing the mechanisms used to gather that data is often
helpful. This appendix addresses the content and identification of PR' s for the life-cycle data generated
for the DO-178B case study. For the GCS project, two different change-reporting systems were devel-
oped for the life-cycle data. The life-cycle data were divided into three categories: development
products, support documentation, and records and results.
The development products included
• Design description
• Source code
• Executable object code
The support documentation included
• Plan for Software Aspects of Certification
• Software Development Plan
• Software Requirements Standards
• Software Design Standards
• Software Code Standards
• Software Accomplishment Summary
• Software Verification Plan
• Software Verification Cases and Procedures
• Software Quality Assurance Plan
• Software Configuration Management Plan
• Software Life-Cycle Environment Configuration Index
• Software Configuration Index
• Software Requirements Data
Records and results included
• Software Verification Results
• Software Quality Assurance Records
• Problem Reports
• Software Configuration Management Records
A system of PR's and AR's was used to document changes in the development products, and SDCR's
were used to document changes in the support documents. No formal system of change reporting was
used for the records and results.
The PR and AR forms, shown in figures 10 and 11, respectively, were used to document problems
and subsequent changes to the development products that occurred during the development of the GCS
implementations. The PR contained
• Information regarding the point in the development process at which the problem was identified.
• The configuration identification of the artifact.
• A description of the problem (such as noncompliance with project standards or output deficiency).
• A history log for tracking the progress and resolution of the problem.
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1. PR #: 12. Planet:
1
5. Activity at Discovery:
Development
Phases
_Omga
Cede
Functional
Structural
Subframe Testing
Frame Testing
Top-Level Simulator
Activity
GCS Problem Report
3. Discovery Date:
page 1 of
4. Initiator & Role:
6. Description of Problem:
7. Artifact Identification:
f--] Design Description
1--] Source Code
[] Executable Object Code
[--] Support Documentation
7--qOther
8. Test Case Identification:
9. History Log:
Date To Date From Person Comments
10. Total # of Changes: U 11. Total # of No Changes: I I
13. SQA Signature & Date12. Initiator Signature & Date
Figure 10. GCS PR form.
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GCS Action Report
1. AR #: ] 2. Planet: [3. Date of Action:
I I
5. Artifact Identification:
7---] Design Description [--1 Support Documentation
F] SourceCode [] Other
F-] Executable Object Code
page 1 of
4. Respondent & Role:
6. Description of Action:
7. Was this action related to another action(s)? [--] Yes AR#(s)
DNo
I don't know
Figure 11. GCS AR Form.
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All problemswereinvestigatedto determine if a true error had been detected; if so, corrective
action was taken and properly documented. Each identified error was traced to determine at which point
the error was introduced. The AR form was used to capture relevant information about the action that
was taken in response to an issued PR. The AR contained the configuration identification of the artifact
that was affected and a description of the change that was made to the artifact in response to the PR.
Change control procedures, as described in the Software Configuration Management Plan, were fol-
lowed when an actual change was made to a configuration item. In cases for which no change was
required in response to the PR, the AR form contained the justification for not making any changes.
Problem Reporting for Support Documentation
The problem and change reporting for the support documentation was accomplished through the use
of SDCR's. Although the SDCR shown in figure 12 did not capture as much detailed information as the
PR, this form did capture the information necessary to comply with paragraph 7.2.3 of DO-178B. Once
a support document entered the configuration management system, further changes to that document
were controlled through the SDCR forms; that is, all changes to support documentation were required to
be accompanied by an approved SDCR. Each configuration item that was part of the support documen-
tation had its own set of change reports. The software quality assurance representative was required to
keep a log of all change reports for each configuration item.
Numbering System for PR's and AR's
Separate sets of PR' s and AR' s were maintained for the development products for each GCS imple-
mentation. The identification numbers for the PR's and AR's were of the form a.b, where a is the chro-
nological number of the PR and b is the chronological number of the action taken in response to PR a.
Thus, the PR's were numbered 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and so on. Successive actions (noted on individual AR
forms) in response to a given PR were numbered <PR#>. 1, <PR#>.2, <PR#>.3, and so on.
For example, consider the third problem identified for a given implementation. The PR number
would be 3.0. Now suppose that two actions are taken in response to this PR. The AR numbers would be
3.1 and 3.2.
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1. Configuration Item:
Support Documentation Change Report page 1of
2. Date: 3. Modification 0:
4. Part of Configuration Item Affected:
5. Reason for Modification:
6. Modification:
7. SQA Signature & Date:
Figure 12. SDCR form.
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